Library Recommendation Form

Serials Librarian / Library Acquisition Committee:

I recommend the library include the following journal in its next serials review meeting:

Journal of American Ethnic History
ISSN 0278-5927
Issued quarterly

I recommend the journal for the following reasons:

- **For my reference** - I will refer to this journal frequently for new research articles related to my work.

- **For student reference** - I will be referring my students to this journal regularly to assist in their studies.

- **To benefit the library collection** - My assessment of the journal’s content and direction is very high. Its acquisition will fulfill department, faculty, and student needs.

- **My own affiliation** - I am a member of the journal’s editorial board. I support the journal strongly and use it regularly in my work. I will regularly recommend articles to colleagues and students.

NAME: ____________________________________________

DEPARTMENT: ______________________________ DATE: _____________

SIGNATURE: ______________________________
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